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AMOUNT NOSE ICE BAG

Amount nose ice bags, including: a
square corresponding to the forehead
of ice bags, ice bags corresponding to
the nose wing, nose has a corresponding
groove strip ice bag, ice bag connected
to the bottom of the square two one of
the wing ice bags, ice bags of the two
wing-shaped bag connected by a strip of
ice, the ice bag placed in a fixed square
kit, connect the extension to the fixed
sleeve bands.

The utility model is the amount of ice
bags nose for nasal trauma, epistaxis
and nasal surgery ice materials with
ease pain, reduce nasal bleeding, re-
duce the advantages of nasal edema.

AMUSING POISON-FILTERING TOBACCO PIPE

The utility model relates to an amusing
poison-filtering tobacco pipe which is
mainly composed of a smoke pan poison-
filtering device, a poison-filtering to-
bacco pipe, a body casing, an impeller
wheel, a rotating shaft, a game object,
a smoking pipe, etc.

When the utility model is used for smok-
ing, the utility model has the func-
tion of poison filtration, and simul-
taneously, the game object can perform
various movements for being appreciated
by people.

ANIMAL FOAMING CONCRETE WALL BLOC

The foamed concrete wall block with an-
imal material consists of flyash 20-
30 weight portions, cement 50-60 weight
portions, lime 8-10 weight portions, and
animal foaming agent 10-12 weight por-
tions.

The present invention has excellent heat
insulating performance as high as 20-
35 times that of common concrete block,
high sound absorbing performance as high
as 5-6 times that of common concrete
block, low bulk density as low as 0.1-
0.2 times that of common concrete block,
low absorption to ensure high stability,
and high antivibration performance.

ANIMAL PRODUCT HAVING NO POLLUTION TO
THE OOLOGY AND ABLE TO BE APPLIED AS
GREEN PRODUCT AND THE PREPARING METHOD
THEREOF
The invention uses fine and rough forge
composite microbe high-speed ferment
agent to produce the fine and rough
ferment and full-valve ferment forge
used in animal cultivation, uses stan-
dard animal ferment wet forge cultiva-
tion method to obtain the standard liv-
ing animals relative to slaughter pro-
duction.

The invention can save rice, with high
adaptability, wide application, simple
operation, high quality or the like.

ANTI-CONFUSING BEVERAGE BOTTLE
An anti-confusing beverage bottle com-
prises a beverage bottle body and adhe-
sive labels.

The anti-confusing beverage bottle is
characterized in that a plurality of ad-
hesive labels are connected on the sur-
face of the beverage bottle body.

The anti-confusing beverage bottle has
the advantages of being simple in struc-
ture, convenient to use, and capable of
avoiding confusing between beverage bot-
tles effectively due to the fact that
the adhesive labels are combined to form
different shapes.

APPETI ING SPLEEN TONIFYING CRISPY CA ES
The appetizing spleen tonifying crispy
cakes are simple in manufacturing tech-
nology, rich in nutrition, sour, sweet
and palatable, extractive of the po-
ria cocos, the bighead atractylodes rhi-
zomes, the rubiaceae borreria stricta
and the malt is added, so that the ap-
petizing spleen tonifying crispy cakes
have the functions of relaxing bow-
els, lubricating the intestines, invig-
orating the stomach and tonifying the
spleen, and the extractive of the lotus
leaves and the cassia seeds is added,
so that the appetizing spleen tonifying
crispy cakes have the good functions of
fat burning and weight reducing.
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BAG AS AMUSING CAP

The utility model relates to an arti-
cle containing bag which can be used as
an amusement cap, which comprises a bag
mouth, a bag face, a bag bottom and car-
rying rings.

The utility model is characterized in
that the bag bottom arches toward the
bag mouth of which the lower part is
provided with belts used as cap belts.

The utility model with novel idea can be
used as a gift bag as well as a sunbon-
net and an ornamental cap in amusement
occasions, such as an emperor’s cap, a
Napoleon military cap, etc.

BAG FOR RECEIVING BLOOD OUTFLOWING FROM
NOSE

The blood or secretory products outflow-
ing from the nasal cavity of the patient
can flow into the waste containing bag
and the blood sprayed out from the oral
cavity is stopped by the waste contain-
ing bag, so that the blood sprayed out
from the oral cavity can be avoided being
sprayed onto the face of a doctor.

The bag for receiving the blood outflow-
ing from the nose has a simple structure
and is convenient to use.

CHILDREN’S WARM HAT WITH LIGHT PROTEC-
TION

A child warm hat with light protection,
including wind and sand clear lenses,
skin scarf, decorative electronic lamps,
reflective devices, and connected device
protective cap, lens connection.

Warm hat with the protective plastic in-
jection molding, through painting, de-
cals, paint from drying.

CONCEALED NOSE MAS

The concealed nose mask comprises soft
mask bodies (1), a nose clip (2) and
filter combinations (3).

The concealed nose mask is character-
ized in that the soft mask bodies (1)
are disk-shaped bodies with shallow in-
ner cavities, a plurality of purlines

(1.1) are evenly arranged at the disk-
shaped bottoms of the disk-shaped soft
mask bodies (1), a circle of flange (1.3)
which turns up downwards is arranged on
the periphery of each disk-shaped mask
body (1), and the inside spaces defined
by the flanges are containing spaces for
the filter combinations (3).

CRAB DATA COLLECTOR

The utility model discloses a crab data
collector comprising a shell, a com-
puter mainframe, a sensing module and a
conveying module, wherein the computer
mainframe processes the collected data
through a network and automatically up-
loads the data to an appointed server;
the sensing module is used for collect-
ing the biological characteristic infor-
mation of the crabs and sequence numbers
adhered on the crab bodies; and the con-
veying module is used for conveying the
crabs to data collection windows of the
sensing module.

The crab data collector disclosed by the
utility model is capable of quickly and
automatically collecting the biological
characteristic information and produc-
tion information of the crabs, so that
a producer can conveniently and rapidly
create an anti-counterfeiting mark sys-
tem based on biological characteristics,
thereby reducing the problem of numer-
ous bogus products, and particularly se-
vere counterfeit origin phenomenon on
the market in certain degree.

CRUDE CHOCOLATE SAMPLE COMPOSITION, MAN-
UFACTURING METHOD THEREOF AND DESSERT
USING THE SAME

The invention provides a crude choco-
late sample composition, a method for
manufacturing the crude chocolate sam-
ple composition effectively and a novel
dessert for using the crude chocolate
sample composition with above advan-
tages.

The crude chocolate sample composition
has the flavor and taste of the crude
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chocolate sample; and the crude choco-
late sample composition can maintain the
better flavor and taste when circulated
for around one year.

DECORATIVE SWAGGER BAG
The decorative swagger bag is made of
leather materials, and comprises a bag
body, a decorative surface, lifting
belts and a decorative part.

The bag body is of a small-end-up bag
structure with an opening formed in the
upper portion of the bag body and the
bottom face of a rectangular structure.

The decorative swagger bag has the ad-
vantages of being elegant and fashion-
able.

DESICCATED COCONUT BISCUIT CAPABLE OF
ENHANCING MALE SE UAL CAPACITY
The invention provides a desiccated co-
conut biscuit capable of enhancing male
sexual capacity according to defects in
the prior art.

The desiccated coconut biscuit com-
prises, by component and weight, 150
parts of flour, 60 parts of powdered
sugar, 30 parts of cream, 20 parts of
eggs, 15 parts of coconut shred, 0.75
part of baking soda, 0.02 part of an-
tioxidants, 40 parts of vegetable oil,
and 10 parts of strengthen yang liq-
uid medicines. The desiccated coconut
biscuit capable of enhancing male sex-
ual capacity has functions of strengthen
yang and nourishing the kidney, can
treat diseases of sterility, impotence
and the like, and meanwhile is tasty and
delicious.

DINING CLOTHES FOR BABY
The dining clothes comprise a clothes
body and a lacing, wherein a perfo-
ration is formed in the top of the
dining clothes, the lacing penetrates
through the perforation, and two semi-
circular armholes are formed in the din-
ing clothes.

As the baby grows, they began to try
to feed themselves, but because of the

baby’s immature coordination, coupled
with relatively naughty baby, eating of-
ten will clothes dirty clothes to eat
the majority of the material on the mar-
ket rough, will wear the baby’s chin,
and some water absorption is poor, dirty
clothes, soaked red chin.

DISPOSABLE BABY WITH A BALLOON IS IN-
SERTED THROUGH THE NASAL AIRWAY DOUBLE
NOSE

For nasal oxygen catheter, nasal contin-
uous positive airway pressure or nasal
mechanical ventilation.

Made of soft, flexible material made of
cystic nose plug.

The nose plug one end of the nozzle wall
rolled up, can be firmly inserted into
the trachea through the holes, and the
other end has a small opening in the
middle cystic entire bladder double nose
plug inserted into the nasal cavity.

DISPOSABLE WASTE COLLECTING BAG FOR EAR-
NOSE-THROAT DEPARTMENT

The utility model comprises a waste
storing bag (1), hot melting seams (5)
which are arranged on both sides of the
waste storing bag (1), a bag lap (2)
which upwards extends and is arranged
on one side surface of the waste stor-
ing bag (1), a neck line (3) which is
arranged at the upper end of the bag
lap 2 and a harness (4) which is fixedly
connected with the neck line (3).

The utility model can also be used as a
bib pocket for patients need feeding or
babies.

DOUBLE-ISLAND SHIP TO SHIP WOR ER-BEE
TRANSPORT PLATFORM

The utility model can be arranged in
the sea which is close to any natural
navigable waterway.

The utility model comprises a crane.

An inner island and an outer island which
are in a mutually parallel mode are po-
sitioned in the direction of a water
channel.
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The working arms of the crane built on
the double islands are composed of the
area of a storage yard, a ship zone of
the worker-bees, and the ship zone of
seagoing vessels.

EASY-TO-SUC IN BOTTLE

The utility model relates to an ink bot-
tle provided with a rubber inner plug.

The ink bottle is characterized in that
an ink absorbing hole is arranged on the
inner plug.

The ink bottle brings convenience for
users.

The time for sucking ink is saved.

The trouble for ink shortage is reduced.

E TRUDED CORN CA E AND PREPARATION
METHOD THEREOF

The invention relates to an extruded
leisure food, in particular to an ex-
truded corn cake with less nutrient loss
and easy digestion, and a preparation
method thereof.

The cake added with the extruded corn
meal has soft mouthfeel, slight tough-
ness and fragrant smell in the eating,
and can be eaten for a long time in
leisure, travels, outdoors and the like.

FISH MEAT HAM SAUSAGE AND PREPARATION
METHOD THEREOF

The fish meat ham sausage provided by the
invention is rich in proteins and diet
fibers; the fish meat is fresh, ten-
der and high in elastic softness; the
fish meat ham sausage has traditional
color, fragrance and smell and has al-
cohol flavor; the flavor of the fish meat
ham sausage is more delicious than that
of the same type of other conventional
products.

HAM PLIERS

Disclosed is a pair of ham pliers.

According to the pair of ham pliers, the
ham buckle can be clamped conveniently
through arrangement of the opening part

of the clamping circle, the ham buckle
can be taken from a ham conveniently,
and the taken ham buckle is free of a
plastic skin.

INFLATED SE PARTNER

The inflated sex partner is an inflated
rubber dummy comprising a pair of ar-
tificial breasts made of silica gel and
an artificial vulva made of a stain-
less steel plate, an additionally ar-
ranged plastic pipe and a two-layer rub-
ber sleeve capable of being filled with
water.

Once husbands of the separated couples
have sexual demands, the husbands can
operate the inflated sex partner to sim-
ulate real sex and release sexual de-
sires reasonably, and a good effect is
achieved.

MAN IND HEALTH UNDERPANTS

The healthy underpants are provided with
an underpants body (1) suitable for man
to wear, inner lining cloth (5) is lined
in the crotch part cloth (2) of the un-
derpants body (1), middle lining cloth
(3) is lined between the crotch part
cloth (2) and the inner lining cloth (5),
an inner hole (6) is arranged on the in-
ner lining cloth (5) corresponding to
the phallus part and the testis part of
the human body, and a middle hole (4) is
arranged on the middle lining cloth (3)
corresponding to the phallus part of the
human body.

After the healthy underpants are worn,
the testes are between the inner lining
cloth (5) and the middle lining cloth
(3), the phallus is between the middle
lining cloth (3) and the crotch part
cloth (2), the phallus does not mutually
and directly contact and rub with the
testes, the testes do not mutually and
directly contact and rub with the skin
at the inner side of the thigh, sweat is
uneasy to be generated and gathered, so
that the wearing is comfortable and also
healthy.
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MAS CONVENIENT TO USE

The mask convenient to use comprises a
mask body.

A warm-keeping nose wing paster corre-
sponding to the nose wing of a user in
shape is mounted in the mask body.

The inner surfaces, on the two sides of
the warm-keeping nose wing paster, of
the mask body are respectively provided
with an opening.

Each opening is filled with a detachable
warm-keeping cheek pad.

The warm-keeping nose wing paster corre-
sponds to the nose of the user in shape
and can keep the nose warm.

METHOD FOR PRODUCING SMELLY, SPICY AND
SALTY DUC EGGS

The method comprises the following steps
of: mixing smelly and spicy auxiliary
ingredients with main ingredients to ob-
tain a mixture to be eaten freely by
ducks in the egg producing period, and
marinading duck eggs in a smelly and
spicy marinade.

Because the smelly and spicy auxiliary
ingredients are added into the main in-
gredients, the fresh eggs laid by the
ducks freely eating the mixture of the
smelly and spicy auxiliary ingredients
and the main ingredients contain a trace
amount of smelly and spicy components.

The smelly, spicy and salty duck eggs
have pleasant taste and can stimulate
the appetite.

MIDDAY REST BAC REST FI ING MEASURE OF
OFFICE

Parts of the working class have about 1
hour of rest time at the noon; and parts
of people lean on chairs to take a snap
in order to be full of energy to work
at the afternoon, so that the people
are easy to trip in a blurred motion to
collide and damage human bodies.

The midday rest backrest fixing measure
of the office has the beneficial effects

of reducing the situation that the human
body moves unconsciously because people
is in a daze in a sleep process and
reducing the damages to the human body
caused by colliding articles of the of-
fice; and therefore, the working class
can have the rest at a relieved state
and the rest quality is improved.

MIND AND BODY RECREATION ETTLE

The mind and body recreation kettle com-
prises a kettle opening, a kettle neck
and a kettle body, wherein the kettle
opening, the kettle neck and the kettle
body are sequentially connected.

The structure of the mind and body recre-
ation kettle is similar to a flower bot-
tle, and the mind and body recreation
kettle is a piece of craftwork, can
be used for furnishing and beautifying
the environment, plays a role in recre-
ation, satisfies requirements of people
for multi-aspect using and achieves the
purposes of recreating and keeping bod-
ies and mind healthy.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL SNAC VEHICLE

The utility model discloses a multifunc-
tional combined snack barrow which com-
prises an oven, an iron plate, a spicy
hot boiler and a gas burner.

The oven, the iron plate and the spicy
hot boiler are arranged side by side
at the upper part of the snack barrow;
the gas burner is arranged at the lower
part of the iron plate and the spicy hot
boiler.

The combined snack barrow combines vari-
ous snacks production tools, has simple
structure, compact and smart size, con-
venient use, and can be used for making
various snacks.

NASAL FEEDING BAG WARMER FOR MENTAL PA-
TIENT

A psychiatric patient nasogastric bag
warmers, characterized in that it com-
prises a transparent body warmed sand-
wich bag sets, within the sandwich fill-
ing HTF; heating said sandwich bag sets
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nasal cavity size and shape of the bag
accordingly.

NAUGHTY POLYURETHANE RECREATION CASTLE
The naughty polyurethane recreation cas-
tle is provided with a castle body
and is characterized in that nanoscale
polyurethane rubber is sprayed on the
surface of the castle body, a layer of
polyurethane paint is sprayed on the
polyurethane rubber, and the naughty
polyurethane recreation castle is pro-
vided with an ultraviolet disinfection
device and a fixing device.

The naughty polyurethane recreation cas-
tle has the advantages of being safe,
hygienic, beautiful, excellent in abra-
sion resistance, high in strength, good
in elasticity, free of cracking, good
in buffering and shock-absorption per-
formance, and good in resistance to oil
and chemical reagents, achieving a high
friction coefficient, good resistance to
low temperature, ozone and radiation,
good adhesive performance and a wide ap-
plication range, and being diversified.

NOSE WARM
The nose warm, comprising including from
non-toxic, odorless cavity made of med-
ical silicone, characterized in that:
the top of the cavity is provided with
a mounting bracket, a fixed bracket is
provided with a vertically rotatable in-
ner auxiliary stand, disposed inside the
cavity there are medical warm fleece.

ONE IND OF PILLOW
The present invention provides a pillow,
the pillow in the middle of the pillow
is provided with an oval recess hole,
the hole has an oval recess snorkel and
pillow body communication.

The present invention is mainly used for
tummy sleeping face down pillows use,
when used, is located in an oval face
down concave hole, because equipped with
snorkel and pillow in vitro interlinked,
allows people to breathe, especially for
school student lunch on the desk Pashui
use.

PENIS ABSORBING CONDOM

A penis absorbing condom is character-
ized in that a main body of the condom
is manufactured into a coronary struc-
ture, sucking discs and a seminal vesi-
cle are arranged inside and outside of
a sucking disc base (3) of the coronary
structure, the seminal vesicle (1) for
collecting semen is arranged outside the
sucking disc base (3), a semen passage
opening (2) where semen can pass through
is formed in the center of the sucking
disc base (3), two sucking disc rings,
namely an inner ring sucking disc (4) and
an outer ring sucking disc (6), are ar-
ranged inside the sucking disc base (3),
and a ventilation hole (5) is formed be-
tween the two sucking discs on the suck-
ing disc base (3).

PILLOW FOR AFTERNOON NAP

The pillow for an afternoon nap is char-
acterized in that the pillow for after-
noon nap is composed of a head rest, a
head curtain, a pocket, a lifting belt
and a hand hanger, wherein, the head rest
is made of a sleeve body and fillers; the
side face of the head rest is provided
with the pocket and the lifting belt; the
head curtain is arranged in the pocket;
the eight-shaped hand hanger is hung on
the lifting belt.

The utility model can be used as a pil-
low for an afternoon nap for students
and workers, and can also be used for
tourists.

PROCESS FOR MA ING PRODUCTS SIMILAR TO
UIC MEAL FOOD

Manufacture of snack food by extrusion
of a mixture of the appropriate class of
products, the extrudate surface coated
with spices and / or spices.

Condiments directly after extrusion and
/ or spices aqueous suspension applied
to the hot extrudate, and then drying.

As a result of coating spices and / or
spices, no oils, so the resulting arti-
cle is easy to digest.
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PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING VALVE FLAP
WITH DUNCE CAP

The invention discloses a preparing
craft of valve clap with flow guid-
ing hat, which comprises the following
steps: providing flow guiding hat; con-
necting the valve clap body to bolt;
producing the top face of the flow guid-
ing hat as streamlined curved face.

This invention possesses reasonable
craft and good idea, which can be
spreaded widely.

SAUSAGE WITH ODD TASTE

The invention discloses a special fla-
vored sausage which is characterized
in that the meat sausage contains: A)
meat, B) special flavored soy sauce,
C) potato, D) corn, E) salt, alcohol,
sugar, monosodium glutamate and spice,
F) water.

The invention has the good effects that
the invention is balanced in nutrition,
modest in hardness and good in taste;
the special flavored sausage contains
abundant vitamine, protein, amino acid
and minerals and is special in taste,
with the tastes of delicacy, sweetness,
spice and sweet smelling.

Therefore the sausage is suitable for
the people of all ages.

SHIRT CONVENIENT TO WEAR

The shirt convenient to wear is pro-
vided with a shirt body, and gelatin silk
splicing tape is arranged on the edge of
a center joint of the shirt body.

The shirt is convenient to fold and un-
fold.

SIMPLE EGG DOLLY

The simple egg dolly is characterized in
that the universal rotation wheels are
arranged under the front portion of the
egg support bearing plate, and the ori-
entation wheel seat and the orientation
wheels are arranged under the back por-
tion of the egg support bearing plate.

The simple egg dolly is simple in struc-
ture, easy to manufacture, convenient
to use, stable in running, low in cost
and suitable for being used by large
and small-sized breeding companies, fam-
ilies and individual households.

SPHERE COIN

The invention relates to a sphere coin,
belonging to the coin field.

The sphere coin overcomes the defect
that the traditional coin is difficult
to pick up when being placed on a table
or concrete ground.

The invention has the characteristics
that the sphere coin is easy to pick up,
and the sphere coin can not roll, so that
the whole society can save massive time.

The sphere coin is easy to pick up.

STRUCTURE OF HAT BODY

The hat body is a tabulate elastomer.

A small round crown and a large round
hat bottom are concentrically arranged
on the hat body.

A hat brim is stretched on the periph-
ery of the hat bottom, a plurality of
trimming grooves are formed between the
crown and the hat bottom in a spiral ra-
dial pattern in an isometric mode, a plu-
rality of arc-shaped strips are spaced
by the trimming grooves, the crown can
stretch the arc-shaped strips to one
side through the trimming grooves, and
the hat body has the effect that the hat
body can be worn on the head.

STUFFY NOSE DREDGE

The utility model belongs to the field
of medical technology equipment, specif-
ically a stuffy dredge.

The utility model is a technical solu-
tion: including motor and vibration arm,
which is characterized in that the front
end has a probe vibrating arm, the front
end of the probe has a probe.

Has simple structure, at the time of
treatment to patients stuffy produce
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toxic side effects can be avoided, re-
ducing the difficulty of the work of
medical personnel.

SUBSTITUTION FOR FAVOUR GIFT

In order to curb the current vicious cy-
cle of human contact, the invention pro-
vides a human substitute, which favors
alternatives to replace human contact of
monetary and in-kind.

Technology used in the present invention
are: to produce a human-specific cards,
special pen and stacker.

To produce a human-specific card, the
above can be written by a dedicated vir-
tual pen names amount and send cards,
special pen is divided into two red and
black, respectively, for weddings and
funerals in human signature card.

When Joe Smith has a happy event, you
can identify the signature of that card
gave Joe Smith, and Joe Smith can use
this card also has a wedding, sending
other friends.

SWADDLE TYPE BIB FOR PREVENTING MIL
FROM SPILLING INTO EARS

The swaddle type bib structurally com-
prises a swaddle blanket and a hood blan-
ket.

By means of the swaddle type bib for pre-
venting the milk from spilling into the
ears, an all-around undergarment-shaped
enclosing object is formed, the milk can
be prevented from spilling into the body
of the infant, and thus sanitation and
convenience are achieved.

TOMATO MIL

The tomato milk is a tasty and healthy
weakly-acidic beverage.

The tomato milk is obtained by mix-
ing qualified milk powder with a proper
amount of a tomato juice.

The tomato milk has good effects of
spirit raising and brain invigorating,
and is suitable for office workers with

large manual and mental labor consump-
tion, growing students, retired old peo-
ple and patients in the body rehabili-
tation stage to drink.

WATERPROOF HAT

The utility model relates to a flying
saucer type waterproof hat, belonging
to the class of individual and household
articles.

An airtight seal cavity adhered by
charging connectors becomes a cap shape
after charging.

No obvious cavities exist on the surface
of the hat, and air currents slip from
the surface of the hat.

The hat is uneasy to be blown over.

WINE-FLAVORED PIG FEED AND FORMULA PRO-
DUCTION AND FEEDING METHODS THEREOF

Feeding techniques and feed formulation:
wine pigs fed twice a day, 8-9 am feeding
time, 4-5 pm feeding time, free access
to water throughout the day.

Wine pig feed pigs, pork characterized
as follows: the bright red color of
pork, tender meat, thin, less subcuta-
neous fat; soft and juicy palate with
fragrant feeling; no fishy taste chew,
its flavor mellow and sweet, evocative,
swallow and not greasy mouth; slaughter
rate, good water retention, low shrink-
age; cooking time is short, easy to rot-
ten meat, do not hang bowl, broth, fresh,
fragrant, thick; with physical fitness
and beauty tonic effect, nutritious con-
tains more than 20 kinds of amino acids
and 20 kinds of vitamins, natural or-
ganic meat for the elderly, children,
women, students and white-collar work-
ers; safe non-toxic, no hormones, no
drug residues, in full compliance with
the national organic product certifi-
cation indicators; wine changes in the
quality of pork pigs through specific
feed and feeding methods to make dif-
ferent sizes of the same species after
a short breeding pigs to form a unified
quality standards.
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